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Background: Within the last decade, confocal microscopy has become a valuable non-invasive diag-
nostic tool in imaging human skin in vivo. of the two different methods that exist, reflectance con-
focal microscopy (rcM) displays the backscattering signal of naturally occurring skin components, 
whereas fluorescence confocal microscopy (FcM) provides contrast by using an exogenously applied 
fluorescent dye.
methodology: a newly developed multilaser device, in which both techniques are implemented, has 
been used to combine both methods and allows to highlight different information in one image. in 
our study, we applied the fluorophore sodium fluorescein (SFl) intradermally on forearm skin of 10 
healthy volunteers followed by fluorescence and reflectance imaging.
results: in fluorescence mode the intercellular distribution of SFl clearly outlines every single cell in 
the epidermis, whereas in reflectance mode keratin and melanin-rich cells and structures provide ad-
ditional information. the combination of both methods enables a clear delineation between the cell 
border, the cytoplasm and the nucleus. imaging immediately, 20, 40 and 60 minutes after SFl injec-
tion, represents the dynamic distribution pattern of the dye.
Conclusion: the synergism of rcM and FcM in one device delivering accurate information on skin 
architecture and pigmentation will have a great impact on in vivo diagnosis of human skin in the 
future.
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Introduction

in recent years, reflectance confocal microscopy (rcM) has 

brought essential improvements in imaging human skin in 

vivo. this technique enables noninvasive optical sectioning 

of the tissue at a resolution that allows visualization of his-

tological details [1,2]. the reflection of various skin com-

ponents as for instance melanin, keratin, lipids or collagen, 

provides the source of contrast [3]. More recently certain 

investigators have demonstrated that also exogenous fluo-

rescent contrast agents can successfully be applied to the 

tissue providing complementary information on skin mor-

phology [4,5]. the in vivo confocal technique has therefore 

expanded from a reflectance to a fluorescence mode. Fluo-

rescence confocal microscopy (FcM) relies on the excita-

tion of exogenous fluorophores with a laser light source that 

offers the appropriate wavelength [6,7]. thereon, the emitted 

fluorescence signal can be detected. the image quality pro-

vided by a fluorophore depends on several factors, includ-

ing diffusion properties, solubility, clearance and pH-value 

[7]. to date, only very few Food and Drug administration 

(FDa) approved fluorescent dyes for use in humans exist. 

Sodium fluorescein (SFl) is one of them. it has a peak spec-

tral absorption at 490 nm and is FDa approved since 1976 

as a contrast agent for angiography when applied intrave-

nously [8]. lately the properties of SFl in non-lesional and 

lesional human skin after topical and intradermal adminis-

tration have also been characterized and studied in combina-

tion with in vivo FcM [4–6,9]. 

the newly developed Vivascope® 1500 Multilaser (lucid 

inc, rochester, new York; uSa) now offers the possibility 

of combining reflectance with fluorescence confocal micros-

copy in one single device. one of the three lasers that are 

integrated in this machine has a wavelength of 488 nm and 

therefore closely matches the excitation maximum of SFl. 

the aim of our study was to link and compare reflectance 

with fluorescence in vivo confocal microscopy of healthy 

human skin after intradermal injection of SFl and to inves-

tigate and highlight different and therefore additional infor-

mation on skin morphology.

methods

Participants
ten individuals, five men and five women, aged between 

25 and 43 years, were asked to participate in the study. the 

research protocol was approved by the local ethics committee 

of the Medical university of Vienna and the austrian health 

authority (Bundesministerium für Gesundheit, Vienna, aus-

tria). all individuals were caucasian, with skin types rang-

ing from ii to iV. clinically healthy, non-sun-damaged skin 

on the inner forearm was scanned with the confocal micro-

scope. the study was conducted in Vienna (Department of 

Dermatology, Medical university of Vienna, austria). Writ-

ten consent was obtained before enrollment. the clinical 

investigation was conducted according to the principles of 

the Declaration of Helsinki. 

In vivo fluorescence/reflectance confocal microscopy
reflectance and fluorescence images were obtained using 

a commercially available confocal laser scanning micro-

scope (Vivascope® 1500 Multilaser [lucid inc, rochester, 

new York; uSa]). a comprehensive review of the optical 

principles of the reflectance-only VivaScope® has been pub-

lished elsewhere [1]. the multilaser system differs in that it 

is equipped with three lasers with wavelengths of 488 nm 

(blue), 658 nm (red) and 785 nm (near-infrared), and three 

corresponding filter sets. each filter set is mounted in a bar. 

the user inserts the filter bar into the side of the confocal 

module. after application of a specific fluorescent dye the 

compatible laser is used to illuminate the tissue, thereby 

exciting the appropriate fluorophore within the specimen. 

Spectral filtering can be selected while imaging the same 

tissue site without stopping the scanning session. the posi-

tion of the filter bar enables imaging in the different modes. 

each filter bar has three positions which allow, respectively, 

all returning light, only reflectance, or only fluorescence to 

reach the detector. in one position reflected or backscattered 

laser light is eliminated by a fluorescence band-pass filter, 

whereas in another position fluorescence is eliminated by a 

reflectance band-pass filter. in the final position, no filter is 

present, allowing both reflectance and fluorescence signals 

to return to the detector. in all filtering configurations, a pin-

hole blocks the light from out-of-focus planes. the scanned 

field of view is 500 µm x 500 µm, producing images of 

1000  x  1000 pixels. image magnification is dependent on 

screen size. When displayed on the standard 19-inch moni-

tor, magnification is approximately 600X. axial resolution 

(section thickness) is 4.5 µm. By moving the objective lens 

in the z (vertical) plane with respect to the skin surface, it is 

possible to image at different horizontal directions (x and y 

axis) within the tissue. By zeroing the imaging depth at the 

level of the most superficial layer before going vertically into 

the tissue, depth measurements can be obtained.

a 0.08 % solution of sodium fluorescein (thilorbin® eye 

drops, alcon Pharma, Freiburg, Germany) was used as fluo-

rescent dye and contrast agent for labeling of human skin 

structures. approximately 20 µl of the solution were injected 

intradermally under standardized conditions using a 0.3 ml 

insulin syringe fitted with a 30-gauge needle. the syringe 

was placed at an angle of 5 to 10 degrees with respect to 

the skin surface. Minimal pain is associated with adminis-

tration of the dye. imaging was performed immediately at 
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20, 40 and 60 minutes after introduction of the fluorescent 

contrast agent. Between the imaging sessions, the injection 

site was light protected with a band-aid (curapor®, 7 x 5 

cm). the standard procedure for in vivo scanning with the 

Vivascope® has been described previously [10]. SFl has a 

maximum absorption rate at a wavelength around 490 nm 

and the fluorescence emission is peaking at about 520 nm. 

the tissue was illuminated with blue laser light (488 nm). 

automatic image control was active, which allows the Viva-

scope® to automatically optimize the laser power so that the 

image is displayed with the proper illumination. represen-

tative images at different layers of the epidermis down to 

the dermal-epidermal junction were acquired by varying the 

imaging depth. By changing the corresponding filter posi-

tion, reflectance and fluorescence images were obtained 

consecutively from the same area and level within the tissue. 

We evaluated the depicted representations from both in vivo 

confocal imaging modes. colour images (Figures 1e, 2e, 3e) 

were processed with image J (national institute of Health, 

Bethesda, Maryland, uSa). Green and red colours were used 

to highlight reflectance and fluorescence mode, respectively. 

there was no processing of any other images with any soft-

ware before analysis and reproduction for this paper. 

results

the in vivo confocal technique provides real-time scan 

sequences with gray-scaled images obtained in horizontal (en 

face) view to the skin surface. therefore, no painful punch 

biopsies have to be obtained for morphological evaluation 

of the epidermis. reflectance mode (rM) and fluorescence 

mode (FM) images of different skin layers are presented, 

beginning from the stratum corneum down to the dermal-

epidermal junction. immediately after intradermal injection 

SFl starts to distribute within the viable epidermis but does 

not diffuse upward into the non-viable stratum corneum 

according to the barrier properties between the cornified and 

the granular layer. therefore, the rM image of the stratum 

corneum (Figure 1a) shows the typical bright backscatter-

ing signal of keratin-rich corneocytes as the corresponding 

FM image (Figure 1B) exhibits no signal. in the underlying 

stratum granulosum, the rM (Figure 1c) displays polygo-

nal keratinocytes with a grainy cytoplasm and dark central 

nuclei. in FM (Figure 1D), the cell borders are significantly 

more pronounced and focused, whereas the inner cell struc-

tures can only be appreciated to some extent. Small bright 

spots at certain areas have previously been described as an 

artefact when extracellular SFl is impeded in its movement 

between desmosomal adhesion molecules [11]. in Figure 

1e the rM and FM images are merged with two different 

colours (rM-green, FM-red) and the information of both 

techniques is combined. this representation now enables a 

clear distinction between areas of keratinisation and cells 

of the stratum granulosum. Moreover, the cell border, the 

cytoplasm and the nucleus can be differentiated in some cells 

using this fusion method. in contrast to the rM (Figure 2a), 

the homogeneous distribution of the fluorescent dye in FM 

(Figure 2B) clearly shows the outline of every single keratino-

cyte in the upper stratum spinosum at a depth of 15 µm. rM 

of the lower stratum spinosum at 25µm (Figure 2c) dem-

onstrates roundish to oval areas containing highly refractive 

cells on top of the dermal papillae corresponding to basal 

cells and melanocytes. the cell borders between the kerati-

nocytes can barley be detected. in the FM image (Figure 2D) 

every single keratinocyte is outlined due to the homogenous 

extracellular concentration of the fluorescent dye. in addi-

tion small areas of intense luminosity occur at the central 

“hilltops” of the papillary dermis. this strong signal results 

from an enriched distribution of SFl in the relatively acel-

lular dermis. it is of particular note that this dermal area that 

appears with intense brightness in FM shows a reverse con-

trast in rM where it is darker than the surrounding melanin-

containing cells. this is clearly illustrated when rM and FM 

images are again merged with different colours [rM-green, 

FM-red (Figure 2e)]. the red colour represents the fluores-

cent signal between the keratinocytes and in the papillary 

“hilltops,” whereas the green colour pictures highly reflec-

tive melanin- and keratin-rich cells and structures. Moving 

the focal plane a few microns deeper to 35 µm below the 

skin surface, both modes, although scanned at the same area 

and level, exhibit a considerably different pattern. in rM, 

again, melanin-containing cells are displayed, partly demar-

cating the dermis shaped as a bright rim (Figure 3a). in FM 

(Figure 3B), dermal papillae now appear even brighter inter-

posed among the deeper epidermal layers, and every single 

and polygonal keratinocyte can still be identified. in rM at 

50 µm, highly refractive basal cells and melanocytes enclose 

the papillary dermis (Figure 3c), which in FM is strongly 

contrasted by the fluorescent dye (Figure 3D). capillary 

loops can be identified and compared to each other in both 

modes but are more clearly contoured in the FM. in Figure 

3e, rM and FM images are again fused with two colours 

(rM-green, FM-red). a bright green rim represents the back-

scattering signal of melanin-containing cells, whereas the 

encased dermal areas provide a red shining contrast. at 65 

µm the short-wave laser has reached its limit and the rM 

image is markedly degraded (Figure 4a). an eccrine duct is 

displayed as a highly reflective, unfocused whitish structure. 

in FM capillary vessels can be appreciated inside lucid der-

mal areas, whereas the eccrine duct appears dark (Figure 4B). 

Within five to ten minutes after injection, the fluorescent 

dye is taken up from the extracellular space into the cyto-

plasm of the keratinocytes. Figure 5a and B show a rM and 
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Figure 1. Stratum corneum and granulosum. rM (a) of the stratum 

corneum is characterised by strongly reflecting corneocytes. after 

intradermal injection, the FM (B) exhibits no signal in this layer as 

SFl does not penetrate the barrier of the stratum granulosum-stra-

tum corneum interface. rM image (c) of the stratum granulosum, 

5 µm below the skin surface, exhibits cells with dark oval nuclei 

and a grainy cytoplasm. residues of the keratin-rich cornified layer 

(asterisks) appear bright. in FM (D) Sodium fluorescein fills the ex-

tracellular space and sharply outlines the cell border. remnants of 

the cornified layer (asterisks) appear dark in the FM as the fluores-

cence band-pass filter blocks the reflected light. (e) the fluorescence 

(red colour) and the reflectance signal (green colour) of c and D are 

merged. two cells (arrows) exemplify the clear differentiation be-

tween the cell border, the cytoplasm and the nucleus. residues of the 

cornified layer can be lucidly distinguished from cells of the granular 

layer (compare asterisks in c and D) [scale bar, 50 µm]. [copyright: 

©2012 Skvara et al.]
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Figure 2. Stratum spinosum. rM image (a) of the upper stratum 

spinosum 15 µm below the skin surface. FM image (B) of exactly 

the same skin site and level giving a clear contour of every single 

cell. rM (c) of the lower Stratum spinosum at 25 µm demonstrates 

bright melanin-containing cells on top of the dermal papillae ar-

ranged as roundish or oval structures (arrows), corresponding to 

aggregates of basal cells and melanocytes. in FM (D) a strong flu-

orescent signal can be appreciated in the center of these papillary 

“hilltops” which corresponds to the SFl enriched underlying dermis. 

(e) the fluorescence (red colour) and the reflectance signal (green 

colour) of c and D are merged. the red shining cell border demarca-

tion and the green backscattering signal of melanin-rich cells and 

skinfolds provides rM and FM information in one image. the SFl-

rich dermis is displayed with a red contrast (arrows) [scale bar, 50 

µm]. [copyright: ©2012 Skvara et al.]
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Figure 3. Dermal-epidermal junction. rM image (a) 35 µm below 

the skin surface shows melanin-containing cells corresponding to 

basal cells and melanocytes. in some areas (arrows) these cells al-

ready form a ring structure encasing the papillary dermis. regions 

of high luminosity in the FM image (B) correspond to the SFl-rich 

dermis. at 50 µm the rM image (c) exhibits bright rims of highly re-

fractive cells surrounding the dermal papillae (arrows indicate one of 

these rims). Within the papillae capillary loops can be appreciated. in 

FM (D) these blood vessels are even more pronounced. (e) the fluo-

rescence (red colour) and the reflectance signal (green colour) of c 

and D are merged. SFl is illuminating dermal areas which are clearly 

recognizable enclosed by strongly reflecting melanin-rich cells (scale 

bar, 50 µm). [copyright: ©2012 Skvara et al.]
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the corresponding FM image 20 minutes after injection of 

SFl at the level of the stratum spinosum at 25 µm below 

the skin surface. according to the redistribution of the dye 

the cytoplasm and the nucleus can now clearly be distin-

guished in FM, however, this happens to the disadvantage 

of cell border demarcation. the cells of an eccrine duct can 

be identified as such and are appreciably larger than kerati-

nocytes. Forty minutes after application, the contrast agent 

has left the intercellular space in most parts of the injected 

skin (Figure 5c and D). therefore, the area surrounding the 

cell now appears dark, which contours the cell border again. 

the intracellularly redistributed dye makes the cytoplasm 

shine bright and outlines the nucleus. Subsequently, the fluo-

rescence intensity starts to decrease and about 60 minutes 

after introduction of SFl further evaluations in FM do not 

provide anymore diagnostic benefit (Figure 5e and F). the 

results were reproducible and consistent for all ten subjects. 

We observed that the redistribution occurred more rapidly 

at the center of the injected site which could be explained by 

the fact that the dye concentration was highest in this area. 

the application of SFl was safe and well tolerated and no 

adverse event occurred in any of the participants. a slight 

yellow discoloration remained visible at the injection site but 

completely disappeared about 24 hours after intradermal 

administration.

Discussion

non-invasive or minimally invasive diagnostic assessment 

of human skin is not only desirable but also becomes more 

and more feasible as devices improve and increasingly 

become commercially available. in vivo confocal microscopy 

is probably one of the best established non-invasive tech-

niques to study the skin at a cellular and sub-cellular level 

[12]. to date, two different methods, each of which has its 

own special qualities, exist: the reflectance and the fluores-

cence mode. rcM, on the one hand, relies on the presen-

tation of backscattering signals of naturally occurring skin 

components. numerous studies have already confirmed the 

immense diagnostic potential of rcM [13–15]. the detec-

tion and differentiation of melanoma and non-melanoma 

skin cancer is the main indication for this technique, one 

which has already been established in routine clinical set-

tings. FcM, on the other hand, is dependent on topical or 

intracutaneous application of an exogenous contrast dye. 

the fluorescent molecules within the tissue then are excited 

by a laser source with the appropriate wavelength and the 

fluorescence emission can be detected and analyzed to create 

an image contrast. 

in a recent study FcM has been shown to enable a sys-

tematic, minimally invasive histomorphometric evaluation of 

actinic keratosis and has been successfully used to monitor 

the therapeutic response of basal cell carcinomas during top-

ical treatment with imiquimod [5]. Furthermore, inflamma-

tory and infectious skin diseases have been effectively studied 

by this method [4, 9]. even though promising results in non-

lesional and lesional human skin have been published, FcM 

is still in the experimental stage. notwithstanding that fact, it 

is obvious that the combination of both techniques provides 

supplementary information which could be useful in order to 

improve diagnostic evidence. 

A B

Figure 4. Dermal-epidermal junction/papillary dermis. (a) the rM image 65 µm below the skin surface as well as the corresponding FM im-

age (B) are degraded as the capacity of the 488 nm laser does not allow focused imaging beyond a penetration depth of about 60 µm; eccrine 

duct (asterisk)[scale bar, 50 µm]. [copyright: ©2012 Skvara et al.] 
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the new VivaScope® 1500 Multilaser now offers the pos-

sibility of applying and combining these two technologies, as 

both of them are implemented in that device. this multilaser 

machine consists of several lasers of different wavelengths 

and was designed to be utilized for the in vivo examination 

of human skin. in general, shorter wavelengths have limited 

penetration depth but provide a better resolution in higher 

cellular layers, whereas longer wavelengths penetrate deeper 

into the skin but yield a lower resolution. in our study, how-

ever, all data presented refer to the use of only one of these 

lasers, the blue short-wave 488 nm laser in combination with 

sodium fluorescein. rM and FM images were captured from 

the same tissue area and level within a few seconds by sim-

ply relocating a filter element. our results clearly show that 

imaging of the same skin site with both confocal modes pro-

vides useful additional information. Whereas FcM clearly 

outlines the cell border throughout the whole epidermis, 

melanin- and keratin-containing cells and structures can be 

shown distinctly with rcM. therefore, a device that offers 

both modes at once enormously enhances diagnostic quality. 

a further advancement would combine the distinct identi-

fication of certain cell types (e.g. melanocytes and langer-

hans cells) with the use of particular fluorescently labelled 

antibodies to target specific cell surface molecules. recently, 

selective antibodies labelled with fluorescein to detect mela-

noma have been used successfully in a mouse model [16].

For human application, however, there is a limited 

panel of fluorescent dyes that are FDa approved so far. in 

our study we used SFl, which has been applied safely for 

decades as a contrast agent for ophthalmic angiography 

[17]. after intradermal injection the rapid extracellular dis-

tribution of the dye enabled an immediate evaluation. Soon 

thereafter, SFl starts to diffuse into the cells. after about an 

hour the fluorescent signal had all but disappeared, compa-

rable to previously performed kinetic studies [4]. However, 

though the pharmacokinetic process of SFl provides addi-

tional functional information on the state of the tissue, its 

rapid redistribution can also be considered a handicap dur-

ing evaluation. the restriction in penetration depth with the 

short-wave 488 nm laser is one of the key technical limita-

tions of this method. the identification of other fluorophores 

that can be combined with longer-wavelength lasers that are 

integrated in the device will allow deeper penetration and, 

therefore, extend the clinical and experimental applicability. 

rcM and FcM linked together have been shown to 

provide synergy of information. an accurate assessment of 

cell morphology with FcM is supplemented by identifica-

tion of pigmented cells and structures with rcM, proving 

the usefulness of this combined technology in the evaluation 

of healthy and pathological human skin.
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